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Extended abstract 1

In order to meet emission reduction targets, power systems are evolving
towards a generation mix that is more decentralized, less predictable and
less flexible to operate due to the massive integration of renewable and dis-
tributed energy sources. To enable the large-scale integration of these re-
newables and to enhance the decarbonizing of electricity systems without
endangering the security of supply, additional flexibility is needed to be pro-
vided in the form of demand-side management (DSM), and in particular,
via demand response programs [1, 2, 3]. Demand response (DR) programs
have gained much attention during the last three decades to optimize the
decisions of the electricity market participants. It can potentially enhance
system reliability and manage price volatility by modifying the amount or
time of electricity consumption.
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Given the DR literature is maturing in many respects, there are still
gaps in using the program to solve the structural problems with conflicting
objectives of players under uncertainty. Particularly, there is a need for
novel approaches which guide the design of DR programs that integrate RES
into the power system wherein consumers’ behavior towards the market is
accounted for explicitly via utility functions under uncertainty [4, 5].

Our paper addresses this research gap by modeling and solving an en-
ergy retailer’s problem whose objective is to maximize profit, and consumers’
problem whose objective is to maximize their utility and reduce electricity
bills, given the inherent uncertainties in the market. The problem is solved by
two market frameworks, first by modeling retailer’s market power through
a bi-level program which can be solved as a nonlinear mathematical pro-
gram with equilibrium constraints (MPEC), and second by considering an
equilibrium model with perfect competition solved as a mixed-integer lin-
ear programming (MILP) problem. The required techniques to test and
compare the performance of the models are undertaken with realistic data.
The paper finds the following main results: (1) The retailer can maximize
its expected profit with market power. (2) The consumers can minimize
their procurement cost and disutility with the equilibrium model. (3) The
proposed models are adaptable to any group of consumers with flexible de-
mand and with different market configurations. (4) There is a significant
cost-saving potential while adopting the DR program as the social welfare
is optimal for both players. (5) Modeling the consumers’ behavior explicitly
with their utility function under a dynamic pricing environment reveals more
information towards the integration of the much-needed renewable sources
into the power system using smart technologies.

The proposed model can be further extended in different directions. (1)
we can model generating companies and market operators’ problems by ap-
plying a similar methodology employed in our paper. (2) We can include
the RES generation schedule and main grid trading constraints by explic-
itly modeling consumers’ problems with intelligent appliances so that they
can trade their energy instead of being net consumers. (3) We can consider
pollution in the objective function of DR optimization problem which could
give better policy direction to the integration of technology, market, and
innovation in the power system to achieve emission reduction targets.

Keywords
Demand response; Complementarity constraints; MILP; MPEC; Retailer-
customer equilibrium.
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Extended abstract 1

Following Chan & Maheu (2002) [1] and Chang (2012) [2], we set up a

Mixture-copula-based on the ARJI-GARCH model to investigate the time-

varying and nonlinear dependence between renewable and non-renewable

energies. The data of our analysis consists of daily closing prices of the

Dax Global Alternative Energy Index and the MSCI World Energy Index

for traditional commodities. The sample period spans from 01/01/2013

to 06/02/2020, for a total of 1852 data points per series retrieved from

Bloomberg. Like Chan & Maheu (2002) [1], we develop a GARCH model

with the auto-regressive jump-intensity (ARJI) specification designed as an

auto-regressive moving average form to capture many form of autocorrela-

tion. The jump model coupled with a generalised autoregressive conditional

heteroscedasticity (GARCH) specification of volatility is a very useful frame-

work to provide reliable forecasts. With this model we can take into account
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the persistence in the conditional variance and the time variation in the con-

ditional jump intensity which implies time variation in the volatility and also

in the conditional skewness and kurtosis related to the mean and variance

of jump size and jump intensity of the returns. Many energy markets are

subjected to rapid and often unexpected changes that lead to jumps either

upwards or downwards, due to natural disasters, geopolitical developments,

strategic action and many others unexpected events. Consequently a con-

siderable part of variance can be attributed to the extreme price movements

leading to heavy-tailed distributions on the returns observed in the market

under study. According to the Literature, the ARJI-GARCH model is a

useful tool for dealing with extreme events and sudden price chances (see

e.g. Lee et al., 2010 [3] among others). In the second step of our study,

drawing attention to the co-movement structure over time in the extreme

left and right tails respectively, we can capture the asymmetric dependence

between renewable and non renewable indexes through a mixture of Clayton

and Gumbel copulas (see Chang, 2012 [2]). These results were then used in

hedging operations.

Keywords
Jump process; Copula; Nonlinear dependence; Energy markets.
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Extended abstract 1

Motivated by the design and optimization of the water exchange networks

in Eco-Industrial Parks (EIP) [1], we investigate the abstract Blind-Input

model for general exchange networks [2]. This abstract model is based on

a Game Theory approach, formulating it as a Single-Leader-Multi-Follower

(SLMF) game [3, 4]: at the upper level, there is an authority (leader) that

aims to minimize the consumption of natural resources, while, at the lower

level, agents (followers) try to minimize their operating costs. We introduce
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the notion of Blind-Input contract, which is an economic contract between

the authority and the agents in order to ensure the participation of the

latter ones in the exchange networks. More precisely, when participating

in the exchange network, each agent accepts to have a blind input in the

sense that she controls only her output fluxes, and the authority commits to

guarantee a minimal relative improvement in comparison with the agent’s

stand-alone operation. The SLMF game is equivalently transformed into a

single mixed- integer optimization problem. Thanks to this reformulation,

examples of EIP of realistic size are then studied numerically.

Keywords
Optimization; Eco Industrial Park; Game theory; Single-Leader-Multi-Follower.
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Extended abstract1  
 
The role of information and communication technologies (ICT) in education is well established. 
There seems to be a consensus among scholars and practitioners that ICT has benefited efficiency 
and effectiveness of daily organization [1]. While effectiveness denotes the extent to which ICT 
can improve education outcomes, efficiency refers to the extent to which ICT can replace 
traditional instruction methods. Regarding the efficiency measurement of educational institutions, 
there is a large literature examining this issue. However, the role of ICT as a determinant of 
inefficiency is scarcely addressed. This paper aims to investigate the efficiency of selected 24 
OECD countries in terms of education by including ICT as a determinant of inefficiency. Using 
the OECD PISA data of 2009 to 2018, we used the parametric approach namely, stochastic frontier 
analysis, to accomplish the objective of the study. Four random components of the stochastic 
frontier model, i.e., statistical noise, individual heterogeneity, persistent inefficiency, and time-
varying inefficiency, were incorporated into the model [2], [3], [4]. This study represents the first 
attempt of an efficiency analysis in an international comparison by modelling the four-component 
heteroscedastic model, where the ICT plays as a determinant of the time-varying inefficiency. This 
study is expected to allow more purposeful policy recommendations as well as expand the 
literature regarding efficiency measurement in education. 
 
Keywords 
Education; Efficiency; ICT; Panel data; Stochastic frontier analysis. 
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Extended abstract 1

In this paper a new composite indicator is devised by integrating the Goal
Programming Synthetic Indicator methodology [1] with the Analytic Hier-
archy Process [2, 3]. The proposed approach is used to evaluate to which
extent European countries fulfill the European Union (EU) requirements in
terms of waste management. Taking into account the EU Waste Hierarchy,
a dashboard of indicators is identified together with a set of targets that
European countries are supposed to meet [4]. By means of the Analytic Hi-
erarchy Process two different scenarios are proposed. The first one rewards
the countries with good performance in the higher level of the Waste Hierar-
chy, while the second one penalizes countries whose infringements are in the
lower part of the Waste Hierarchy. While the existing contributions exclude
the highest level of the hierarchy and take into account just waste treatment
actions, our analysis considers also waste prevention, thus offering a systemic
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circular perspective [5]. The analysis is performed using Eurostat data on 28
European countries from 2013 to 2018. For each year, countries are assessed
in terms of their ability to keep the right waste management track delineated
by the Waste Hierarchy principles. Countries’ ranking over time is first ob-
tained and then interpreted in light of countries policies and achievements,
deriving policy suggestions to improve waste management strategy able to
reach the expected results.

Keywords
Analytic Hierarchy Process; Goal Programming Synthetic Indicator; Rank-
ing; EU Waste Hierarchy; EU waste targets
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